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Journal

  

Christmas Cheer

  December 16, 2015  

My scans showed the disease is "stable" and this means the cancer has stopped growing. Hooray!!
Happy Christmas everyone! Cheers and Thank you for all your wishes, prayers, oms, magic spells, kind
thoughts, healing vibes, love and support. We are a powerful team!!
I looked at the scan pictures on the screen with the doctor, and compared with last time. The big tumour that
was giving me pain before I started treatment now looks a little smaller to me, and he agreed. However, the
imaging techies reckon it's about same in diameter. Oh well. These measurements are always very approximate
because it's difficult to compare cross-sections of a lumpy blob. I'm sure there will be real evidence of shrinkage
next time.
Of course, the next question on our minds is how long can I hope the treatment might work for me? No one
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thinks it will be a cure, but they don't have much information relating to my situation,  certainly not medium or
long term.
Rucaparib works really well as a maintenance drug, keeping the cancer at bay for patients who start taking the
pills just after chemo, when there is no active tumour growth. For this situation (when the genetics are right) it
is so effective that the supplier is “fast-tracking” the drug through the FDA approval process. However, the use
of rucaparib to stop active cancer is still very experimental and I'll have to wait and see... I'm feeling lucky :)

  

Comments

Sending you metta, dear dear Alison. It is so great to read your news and see the smile from ear to ear.

  —Lyndy, December 18, 2015  

Thank you all your lovely people! Your messages mean a lot to me and I love hearing from you xxx

  —Alison Bird, December 17, 2015  

So so good to hear x x ur an ox, keep it up x x x joyous festiveness to all

  —Lots of Love, Kaylie, December 17, 2015  

HO! HO! HO! Go Girl! Have a jolly festive time!

  —Gina, December 17, 2015  

Alison wishing you and your family a merry Christmas and new year . It all sounds positive to me . Xx

  —Jill Lotter, December 17, 2015  

Great to have good news for Christmas for you and yours.

Blessings all round.

  —Heather H., December 17, 2015  

Thank goodness for good Christmas news for you and yours! Blessings all round, love

  —Heather H., December 17, 2015  
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Keep on fighting Alison! Have a merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Best wishes from Munich!

  —Francoise Cordeiro, December 16, 2015  

Merry Christmas Alison! All I want from Santa is that your luck prevails and that lump starts shrinking!
love
Jodie Eden

  —Jodie Eden, December 16, 2015  

Yes it will be a very merry xmas with this good news Alison. I do hope you have a lucky break at last. love AA

  —Annette in Brisbane, December 16, 2015  

 

  

I love to share good news!

  December 8, 2015  
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I've been on rucaparib tablets for 6 weeks now and it looks like they are working! My CA125 (cancer marker in
the blood test) dropped from 167 to 78 in the first 2 weeks, then halved again by 2 weeks later. I was very
happy to see my CA125 result at 36. (Remember 35 is the normal value for people without cancer.) Of course
the proof will be in my scans next week. I'm hoping to see the tumours have shrunk.
There is good reason for my great response to rucaparib and that is my genetics. I found out my biopsy showed
a BRCA1 mutation which means I am well suited to this drug. As far as we know, this mutation is the probable
cause of my case of cancer. It is a malfunction in my cell repair process in certain tissues, and rucaparib
addresses the problem. See below for more of an explanation.
That BRCA result was the best news for me, although it remains to be seen what other implications it might
have for me and my family. Already I am advised to have more frequent mammograms. Up to now I really
haven't found time to worry about all the cancers that I haven't got! Next year I will have further tests and
genetic counselling to find out if I have inherited this mutation and whether I could have passed it on to my
children. The best possible scenario would be that the mutation occurred in my lifetime and doesn't indicate any
increased cancer risk for my relatives.
Meanwhile I am learning to manage the side effects of the tablets, especially nausea, tiredness and nasty taste
sensations. Now that Summer is here I've also had some lymphodoema in my ankle (after surgery in April).
These symptoms are usually at a nuisance level and I'm told I can hope for them to ease over time.
Enough grumbling! It is a wonderful thing to have an effective treatment and even better that it's in tablet form!
I am one of the very lucky ones to have access to this treatment of the future by joining the clinical trial. :)
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For those who are rusty on biology:
Cells are the building blocks of life and each one has a control centre which is the nucleus, containing
chromosomes made up of intricately encoded DNA giving an individual's blueprint. Eye colour, hair curl, and
so many other inherited personal traits are determined by the DNA, as well as all the regular structures and
processes for a properly functioning body. Damage to cells happens all the time and usually they automatically
repair or clean up the problems. Permanent change to the DNA is a mutation. Cancer can result from mutations
in the department responsible for cell repair. Then unwanted cells can accumulate forming a tumour. 
BRCA 1 and 2 are the best understood mutations involved in cancer, mainly because breast cancer is so
common and research has lept ahead about this disease and its treatment. There are numerous other mutations
that can cause ovarian cancer and hopefully before long they will all be identified and a specific drug designed
to help each case.

  

Comments

That's Amazing! Let's hope it's not genetic and that the side effects ease off.
Thinking of you!
Love Mx

  —Maerey, December 10, 2015  

Joy to the world and especially to you and family. Wonderful news. You are a champion.
love from all the Isherwoods.

  —Alan and Rose Isherwood, December 9, 2015  

You're amazing! Thank you for keeping us so informed on your magnificent progress! Having some
understanding certainly helps us to stay on top of what we are dealing with. Keep up the great work! xox

  —Gina, December 9, 2015  

Aww! Thanks so much everyone xxx

  —Alison Bird, December 9, 2015  

Forever the supreme queen of energy and enthusiasm. A lesson for all of us. Go Alison!!!!

  —Annette in Brisbane, December 9, 2015  

Terrific news Alison. As usual, you are the queen of inspiration and resilience. Much love from the Tablelands.
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Helen and Robert

  —Helen, December 8, 2015  

Terrific news Alison! Much love from the Tablelands.

  —Helen, December 8, 2015  

Great news! Just brilliant! Doing a little jig ?

  —Lyndy, December 8, 2015  

Am so pleased the latest results are so positive, best Christmas present you could wish for. Love your new
photo. Hope to see you at Woodford.
Danni xxx

  —Danni Mackenzie, December 8, 2015  

Woo hoo !!

  —Kerrie Trotter, December 8, 2015  

Excellent news! Sounds like there might be a few minor bumps in the road still to overcome but as always your
positivity will prevail. Keep smiling :) xx

  —Alison Kennedy, December 8, 2015  

fantastic news, Alison!

  —alison specht, December 8, 2015  

 

  

Why did the bird go to the hospital?

  October 24, 2015  

For tweetment!

I qualified for the Rucaparib trial – hooray! Actually this clinical trial includes all genetic types (contrary to
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what I wrote last time) and will follow our success or otherwise, so in future a genetic test will be available to
determine who is best for this treatment.
I started taking the tablets last night and so far so good. I'm told I may experience nausea, fatigue and other side
effects, but I'm thinking, surely it won't be as bad as chemo!
Just to recap, this is a new drug which kills only cancer cells and it acts by interfering with the DNA repair
process. There is a big variety of mutations involved in ovarian cancer. Slowly the research is uncovering some
of them and finding drugs for treating the different types. There's about a 25% chance that my tumour genetics
are a match for this treatment. If rucaparib works for me it will slow or stop the tumour growth or even shrink
them. If it doesn't work, I'll drop out of the trial and go for more chemo instead.
I've been getting to know the medical team at my new hospital, RBWH, and learning to find my way around. I
changed campus for now because my doctor at the Mater found this suitable trial at the other hospital and
arranged for me to be in it.
Meanwhile sometimes I feel like I am living a double life. As you know, I'm very enthusiastic about LETS so I
have been finding opportunities to talk about community exchange systems and giving lectures on the topic
around the city. Then there are days when I put on my other hat and pose as a sicko at the hospital, waiting for
hours for appointments, scans, blood tests and so on. I feel very fortunate that my life is so full and meaningful!

  

Comments

Hi Ali, I'm so glad to hear you are on the trial - more hope. I think of you most days as I also think of my friend
here who has the same disease. She has recovered fro the operation and started Chemo three weeks ago. At first
she was ok but was hit with several bouts of severe breathlessness as well as the usual side effects. She was told
this was normal - sadly - for the drug she is on (can't remember it, old age getting the better of me but I will ask
her again) but it wore off after a few days. She is no looking forward to next Thursday when she receives the
next dose. Hilary has many friends as well as three girls and five grandchildren to keep her going and is doing
fine. She was interested to hear of your progress but not yet ready to take up your offer of a correspondence.
Please keep cheerful lots of sort-of relations are rootnig for you over here. love Jane

  —jane harrap, October 25, 2015  

Thanks Alison. Great you qualified for this trial. You sound busy + full of beans and positive as always. Might
see you in a few weeks..see how it goes. Packing up slowly and organising for trip. big hug + my support, as
always. Love you. xxxx

  —Lyndy, October 25, 2015  

Good news Alison! All energy with you that this does what it should. Missing you this weekend! Love and hugs
from us all
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  —Gina, October 24, 2015  

I do so hope that Rucabarid is the treatment for your ovarian cancer type and will wipe out those tumours so
you can cut down your trips to hospital and spend more time to talk about LETS and to dance and play music. I
do so love your heading about the bird going to hospital. You must be such an inspiration to others at the
hospital.

  —Danni Mackenzie, October 24, 2015  

Yippee. Go Rucaparib! How much are you going into RBWH? How much is being at home? Do you need lifts
in/back? Can I cook something nice for you (would love your menu choice please and I'll deliver it over as a
romantic dinner for 2:-) Will be very keen to hear how you are finding it being on the tablets. Love to you
wonderful lady.

  —Anne Tennock, October 24, 2015  

 

  

Rucaparib

  September 14, 2015  
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Picture shows my surgeon Dr Chetty with me at a recent doctor-patient symposium
For those of you who are wondering what's happening, I'm still waiting for a clear way forward.
I was disqualified from joining the trabectedin trial on account of having had too much prior chemotherapy. The
conditions specified no more than 2 prior lines of treatment, but I've already had chemo 3 times.
When I first heard of trabectedin, I was told it is derived from a sea sponge and I was very excited because of
my own contribution to this work years' ago. One of my best jobs ever was diving on the reef collecting sponges
to send to the National Cancer Institute in the US. My samples were screened for potential use as cancer
medicines. It turns out trabectedin comes from a Caribbean tunicate, not a sponge, and now it is synthesised
from fermented bacteria, to spare the natural populations.
This little story is so you can imagine how keen I was to be included in the clinical trial, and how disappointed I
am to be ruled out. Boo hoo! I wanted to try that sea squirt medicine!
By lucky timing, my specialist heard last week that a trial for a different new drug is just now opening up to
recruit women like me, veterans having had 3 or more chemotherapy treatments. This one is called rucaparib,
it's taken as tablets, and I think there's about a 25% chance it might be helpful in my case.
There are many different types of ovarian cancer resulting from a variety of mutations – that's why it is so
difficult to treat. Cancer research is slowly sifting through the genetics of different types with a goal of finding a
specific effective treatment for each individual.
One way to understand cancer is that damaged cells accumulate to form a tumour – cells with mutated DNA
that should never have been repaired. Therefore scientists have been searching for ways to stop cancer cell
repair. PARP is a repair enzyme, and recuparib is a PARP inhibitor, that stops the repair process, so those cells
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with horrible mutations will break down and be cleared away naturally.
Two of the ways known for repairing damaged cells are homologous recombination (HR) and PARP. There's no
point taking a PARP inhibitor if HR is functional. Fifty percent of patients are HR deficient and then a PARP
inhibitor may be helpful. So I will have a tumour biopsy for genetic testing, hoping to find out that the
mutations evident in my cancer tissue are of the HR deficit type.
The recuparib trial is being conducted at a different hospital (RBWH) so I will be going there for a while. I have
met the doctor who will be looking after me because one of his patients is my friend and last year I went with
her to an appointment when she needed a support person and note-taker. He seems to be another of these
dedicated and highly respected oncologists working hard to save us.
Although it is not a huge chance for recuparib to work for me, it is worth a try because it could give me months
or years with the disease under control and give my body a rest from toxic chemotherapy. Rucaparib is a
targeted therapy, as also is trabectedin and farletuzumab (the trial drug I was on a couple of years' ago). This
means they directly control cancer cells, so it is a relatively mild treatment. In comparison, chemo is the “sledge
hammer” approach, killing all fast-growing cells, healthy ones as well as cancer.
I don't have dates or a timetable yet and there will be a waiting period for the biopsy results to come back from
the US. I am hoping and hoping that I qualify this time! If not, then I will have chemotherapy with caelyx.
I have been very preoccupied with all this - reading, learning, hoping, grieving, coming to terms with each new
possibility. I'm ok though. Thanks to you all for thinking of me and sending kind wishes! :)

  

Comments

Thanks everyone!! xxx I love reading your comments and receiving your kind wishes.
Regarding egg intake and the risk of ovarian cancer, here is an update - Anne followed up with QIMR recently
to ask about this and received the following reply:
~10 years ago there were a few papers that suggested eating eggs might increase risk of ovarian cancer but more
recent studies did not see an association and it was speculated that in the past levels of chemicals in eggs were
higher than they are now and this *might* have been the problem. The most recent studies do not see an
association.
So we think it's ok to eat eggs now, even if DDT or something in the eggs decades ago may have been a
problem.

  —Alison Bird, September 18, 2015  

BTW, I was going through the big trunk of my health notes, and I found the ovarian cancer and eggs article.
2002. Queensland Institute of Medical Research Dr David Purdie and Uni of QLD senior lecturer in
epidemiology Sandi Pirozzo found women who ate more than two eggs a week were 80% more likely to
develop ovarian cancer. Published in Cancer Epidemiology Biomarkers and Prevention Oct 2002. Based on
dietary reports from about 1600 women, including 800 with ovarian cancer. Close to the largest study ever
done. A few earlier research papers had shown the link between egg consumption and ovarian cancer but hadn't
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followed it up. He said the link is about as bad as smoking when it comes to getting ovarian cancer. The only
dietary risk factor with a stronger link to the disease was high daily intakes of saturated fats. One unproven
theory was that chemicals such as DDT could have been unwittingly passed up the food chain.

  —Anne Tennock, September 16, 2015  

Boohoo. Definitely got fingers and toes crossed for the next hopeful treatment. I'm glad they treat you with such
care and that the relationships with the medical staff seem so caring and supportive too.

  —Anne Tennock, September 16, 2015  

Thank you as always for the information. Heard about a new success on RN last week …some drug that was
originally developed to target oesphargical? cancer + a T53? gene has now been found to work in ovarian as
well as any cancer with that particular gene. Wonder if your drug is it? big hugs, darling. Glad you ok, glad you
have your family around you. xxx

  —lyndy, September 15, 2015  

Wow! You make my head spin - but so glad there are positive moves and perhaps choices. As always you are
an inspiration to us with our treatment - knowing that we never give up. Love & hugs

  —Gina, September 15, 2015  

Hi Ali, sorry about drug no 1 but delighted you could be on the other trial. Anything to give you a break from
chemo. My friend Hilary, I mentioned she too has ovarian cancer, has got over the worst of her op and is
waiting to hear when the chemo starts. The prognosis is far better than they all feared and she is hopeful. The
sad side effect is that the mesh inserted after a hernia operation two years ago had to be removed as the cancer
had welded it to her liver and one r other bits so she now has a smaller liver and one or two other bits missing -
which she can deal with - but without the mesh she has been told that lifting, digging and strenuous exercise is
out. Not that she is in the mood/has the ability to indulge at the moment but I understand her frustration with
regard to the garden. lke us she is a keen horticulturalist!.

Take care an the very best for the treatment love from us to you al Jane

  —Jane Harrap, September 15, 2015  

Although disappointing to hear your news re the trabectedin trial, glad you've shared the challenges you have
faced, and news of recuparib trial is a hopeful possible alternative. Fingers crossed you get accepted. Keep
smiling. xx

  —Alison Kennedy, September 14, 2015  

HI Alison. Interesting to read about the different trials, great to know there are newer and safer treatments. I do
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hope recuparib will work well for you and save you needing anything more toxic.
Hope you have biopsy and get results quickly. The waiting game must be difficult.
Love the photo of you and the surgeon, he looks lovely. So nice to be treated by dedicated people.
Lots of love

  —Danni, September 14, 2015  

Hi Alison. Sorry you didn't get into the trabectedin trial. It would have been very satisfying to be able to benefit
from your own earlier work. Pretty disappointing. I hope the recuparib works really well for you. Best of luck.
Love,
Carmel

  —Carmel Pacey, September 14, 2015  

Good to hear, Alison. All power to you! xx Jane

  —Jane Younghusband, September 14, 2015  

 

  

More chemo ahead :(

  September 2, 2015  

For 6 weeks I took the hormone blocker, Letrozole, hoping and wishing for improvement but actually feeling
gradually worse.
Sometimes pain (usually at night) made me worry. Will the tumours grow too big for chemo to shrink them?
Will rogue DNA travel from the tumours to affect other organs? Am I worrying enough? Am I worrying too
much?
On good days I felt fabulous and made the most of every moment. Most days have been good.
Today at the specialist I learned that my CA125 blood marker has risen to 116, indicating that Letrozole
probably isn't working, so more chemotherapy is recommended. I'll probably start on Caelyx in a couple of
weeks' time. It is a non-platinum drug, to give me a longer break from the platinum chemo. Also, I may be
eligible to join a research trial of Caelyx paired with another agent, Trabectedin. It's a phase 3 trial of a very
promising treatment. This means it is safe and has benefited many women before but they just need more
evidence before it can be approved by the FDA. I'm still waiting to hear if I qualify.

I feel like I'm in the tumble machine again with the full range of emotions, including
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relieved to stop taking ineffectual pills and start on something that works
disappointed that I didn't get longer free time. It's only a year since I finished my last chemo and in the
last 6 months I've had symptoms and other treatment including surgery.
grateful for having been well enough to enjoy life and it has been great to feel more settled too. This is
the first time I'm contemplating chemo without also wondering where we will live and having to do
serious packing and travel
hopeful that I can have the new trial drug. No one says it will be a cure, but I can't help hoping!
wondering how many activities I'll have to cancel as I've got so many plans for the next few months
very sad about a friend who is gravely ill - another ovarian cancer patient. Losing friends to this disease
is obviously the greatest downer!

… and more!
This is a brief update while I wade through the paperwork and find out which chemo drugs I'll be having. Then
I'll write a bit more about what is happening to me...

  

Comments

Keep strong Alison. It's always a roller coaster but you are more positive than negative so always a step in front.
Thinking and staying strong with you. Love Gina

  —Gina, September 9, 2015  

Thinking of you!

  —Maerey McFarlane, September 4, 2015  

thanks for the information, darling. Thinking of you so good to hear from you. Love.xx

  —lyndy, September 4, 2015  

I'm very sad that you are going through all of this but grateful that your specialist is so diligent. We are thinking
of you.
All our love. XX

  —Judith Hennessy, September 3, 2015  

Sorry to hear the news. Easier said then done I know but try not to worry too much. Hoping you get accepted
for the trial and that your treatment goes well. Keep smiling. My thoughts are with you. xx
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  —Alison Kennedy, September 3, 2015  

Thank you for keeping us posted Ali x sending love and energy your way. What is happening with this blush
wood tree stuff here in Yungy?? They were testing it on animals last I heard with miraculous results x x x So
glad you are settled at least.

  —Lots of Love, Kaylie, September 2, 2015  

Dear Alison,
Your resilience and insight continue to stagger us.
Thinking of you and much love from Maine,
Helen

  —Helen Weld, September 2, 2015  

Hi Alison, so sorry to hear about more chemo on the way; you just need to keep going until the right treatment
for you is available. Meanwhile I hope you have minimum side effects and maximum effect against those pesky
tumours so you can enjoy most of your regular activities..
Much love, Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, September 2, 2015  

Oh Alison, this is a tough call. Much love.

  —Alison, September 2, 2015  

So sorry you have to keep going through this but that trial sounds promising. Especially as it's a ways along and
they've had the chance to iron out the wrinkles ,so to speak. Your a real hero in my eyes Alison and I have no
doubt you'll conquer this damn thing.

  —Kerrie Trotter, September 2, 2015  

Sad news Alison. but while your alive and kicking there is always hope. Cancer medicine is moving so fast at
present. You are a very strong positive person and that makes things much better.i have another friend who was
diagnosed with terminal lung brain and lymph system cancer who was approved for a trial of a very expensive
new drug and after 3 weeks he is showing considerable improvement. It is a drug which apparentlty stimulates
your immune system to kill the cancer cells. totally different to the immune system suppression of traditional
cancer chemo therapy.
hugs ands kisses and good vibes from me
love
Doug Kelly

  —Doug Kelly, September 2, 2015  
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This is not the news we were hoping for . Keep going Alison and let's hope a cure is around the corner. Your
positive attitude will see you through again.

  —Jill Lotter, September 2, 2015  

 

  

More treatment

  July 17, 2015  

Oops - another long gap in entries here and I'm very sorry to have left you wondering ... Last you heard I was
recovering from a minor infection after surgery but ready for a great time at the LETS conference.
The infection quickly cleared up and after a few more weeks also my thigh stopped aching from lymph drainage
problems. I was glad to feel healthy and normal for a little while, and I presented 3 talks in SE Queensland
about community exchange systems. This is something I'm passionate about, so I loved being invited to share.
Then some abdominal pain started, and I was unhappy to realise I could feel a new lump in my belly. Some
days it was not too bad, so then I tried to believe I was mistaken about it. However, this week I decided to have
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it checked out and yesterday I saw my oncologist.  She looked at a scan and confirmed that several tumours in
deep lymph nodes are growing again, the biggest being that lump I can feel (4cm diameter). Boo hoo!
My doctor has a reassuring way of jotting down a list of my options, then discussing each one with me,
weighing up all the costs and benefits and uncertainties. This helps me to understand and feel hopeful.
This time I'm going to try another oestrogen-blocking tablet (different to before) letrozole, hoping it slows the
tumour growth. There's still a possibility the tumours might be oestrogen-responsive. One way to look at my
current situation is to see it as an opportunity to try a slow-acting relatively mild treatment while the tumours
are still small and the pain not too bad. It is a fairly low chance of success but worth giving it a go while I'm not
in urgent need of treatment because it would be so fantastic to be able to delay chemo for a year or two with
simple take-at-home pills! In 3 months if it isn't working then we'll reconsider and do something else ... yes, you
guessed it, probably chemotherapy again.
I'm sorry there isn't better news to report, but at least the cancer is still confined to lymph nodes. Hormone
therapy such as this has some uncomfortable side effects, but probably not too bad. I hope it works!

  

Comments

Hi Allison. Not good but I know you can do it. Johns physio going well. Hope to catch up when we go through
Brisbane. Will be good to get back to warm weather. Will keep in touch. Love from your neighbours in
Yungaburra. Kay and John.xxxx

  —Kay myers, July 20, 2015  

love you. Thank you for the information. xxxx

  —lyndy, July 19, 2015  

Thanks for keeping us in the "loop". Stay positive and we will send you our love and
energy via positive thoughts. Great to have Sara home for a while as she looks for a job and income. Sara really
enjoyed her time with you. Love from all the Ishers.

  —Rose and Alan Isherwood., July 19, 2015  

Sorry to hear the news Alison that you are once again on the medical conveyor belt, but very glad to hear you
are remaining as positive as usual. Keep smiling. My thoughts are with you. xx

  —Alison Kennedy, July 18, 2015  

Hi Alison, sorry to hear you have more treatment on the way, do hope this tablet does the trick. You look
wonderfully well in the photo, great that the LETS conference was so enjoyable. Thinking of you.
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Love
Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, July 18, 2015  

Dear Alison,
What a time You have had. Great photo.Thinking of you and sending many good vibes. Love Alison

  —Alison, July 18, 2015  

Hey Ali. I hear you again! And will see you later for further contact... but I hear you. xxxx Annette

  —Annette Allen, July 18, 2015  

You are amazing! Courageous and taking it in your stride! You are inspirational! Staying strong & positive with
you :)

  —Gina Raccanello, July 17, 2015  

Oh Alison I'm so sorry about the new lumps! It was so wonderful to see you at the LETS conference looking so
vibrant! I do so hope the take home treatment works. Love from

  —Jodie Eden, July 17, 2015  

 

  

Oh the ups and the downs!

  May 13, 2015  

I had a little blip at the weekend, feeling lousy and sleeping most of the time. On Sunday night my temperature
rose and I began to suspect infection, but on Monday morning I was full of energy again and fever gone.
On Tuesday the drain was removed from my wound site and I'm loving the freedom from wearing the bag!
However it was a long long day in hospital while they discussed what to do about a possible abscess in my leg. I
hadn't realised this could be the explanation for the tightness and pain in my thigh, and the experts aren't sure
either, mainly deducing from my story of symptoms. Eventually I was sent away with antibiotics.
And today I'm up up and away to FNQ and looking forward to it. The medical team gave me the go ahead. This
is what the doctors mean by quality of life – they make it a priority to schedule my treatment to fit between my
2 exciting pre-booked trips to the Tablelands. Thank you! Last time was a month ago when I was involved in
Ian Reece's celebration and now it's the National LETS conference where I'm giving the opening address. :)
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Comments

Great to see you Alison. Happy to relay you anytime. Take care xxxx

  —Lyndy, May 17, 2015  

Oh dear Alison, sorry to miss seeing you again. Thank goodness for good old antibiotics.
Your strength and general fortitude continue to be an inspiration.
Love from Maine.

  —Helen Weld, May 14, 2015  

you are a real trooper and I am sure you will inspire the audience. Love, Alison

  —Alison, May 13, 2015  

Ups and downs indeed lovely Alison! Hope the antibiotics work a treat and you have a lovely visit to
Tablelands! It was so nice to see your face on the photos of Ian's celebration! xxx Jane

  —Jane, May 13, 2015  

Have fun up north and enjoy the warm weather. I'm sure your opening speech will be well-received and the
conference a good chance to forget about medical issues for a while. Hope the antibiotics sort out your leg
problems. Hope you have time for some invigorating music while in the Tablelands and enjoy catching up with
friends. Love Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, May 13, 2015  

 

  

Superglue and Sobs

  May 6, 2015  

Monday was the tumour board meeting and I picture the medical experts seated around a table bearing  my blob
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in a dish). They decided not to refer me for radiation therapy, saying “there's nothing left to irradiate” thanks to
the skilful surgeon. HOORAY!
I may have lost 2 or more lymph nodes but they couldn't be exactly counted, nor do we know how many I have
left. Apparently a full complement of nodes in the groin varies from 3 to 10. You can't tell how many are there,
not even in a scan, unless there is cancer or something else wrong. However, the doctors believe my chance of
suffering lymphoedema is probably lower than 15%.
Physically, I'm feeling good and mending well, every day a little better.
I'm loving the superglue which is more flexible and comfortable than stitches and I really appreciate freedom
from mucky dressings that have to be kept dry in the shower etc.
Wearing a bag to catch the drain fluid is bringing back memories of my 6 month experience with the iliostomy,
and that's a good thing really. This might be a little gross, but it's NOTHING like the grossness, pain and stress
of a protracting or retracting stoma that leaks and burns!
Emotionally … well, I came to pieces on day 8, sobbing on the phone to my telco over a stupid high bill
overcharged while I was vulnerable and immobilised in the hospital. I kept having to ask her to slow down and
repeat due to my difficulty with her accent. She was very patient really.
When I wondered why I was feeling so cut up, of course it dawned on me - why wouldn't I be?
Surgery was, after all, a trauma, even if it went as well as possible!
Some would say life's too short to spend any of it talking to telcos, let alone the inevitable 1 1/2 hours on hold!
But I don't know - I felt glad that she copped my meltdown rather than my family. I stayed with it and put in a
couple of hours grieving. A good howl is sometimes really helpful, I find, and I feel much better after it.

  

Comments

I do think about the ongoing grieving and the energy it consumes... yet seems so unavoidable. So necessary. I
continue to grieve over the loss of my husband and so it goes on until it stops... whenever that is. So much
energy though and one feels exhausted by it all. Good that you share it and let people know. Like opening the
window into the real full spectrum of how you are, not just the sociable bits that are easy to discuss. I listen to
what you are telling us Alison and hope I hear it as well. Love those around you. Hpe to see you - minus a blob
thingy in near future to check out the super glue scar. Fantastic hey. I have heard it is now a new essential for
the first aid kit!

  —Annette Allen, May 8, 2015  

I love you, my brave friend. Glad you fell apart + cried…softens you. xxx big hug

  —Lyndy, May 8, 2015  

Good on you! Your entitled to the blues. I think is part of the process & part of the frustration of not being on
the go like normal. But you'll be there before you know it! I'm sure there's more laughs than tears. Love Gina
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  —Gina Raccanello, May 7, 2015  

So pleased the op. went well Alison. Next time I'm about to have a melt down I'll give my telco a call and get it
out of my system. Love it!
Lots of love
Pip

  —Pip Cuming, May 6, 2015  

 

  

I'm home!

  May 3, 2015  

Actually I only stayed in hospital for 4 days, and came home on Saturday. It was 2 days of strict bed rest - as-in
completely immobilised in bed - then 2 days when I could walk around a bit. The Mater Mothers Hospital is
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really comfortable and I received excellent care. I feel very fortunate to have had such a good experience
overall!
I'm mending well although I'm a bit sore now that I'm more active. I'm taking it easy and I still have a drain
sticking out of the wound so lymph fluid doesn't build up at the site. Anyway, I'm happy with my progress and
I've been really appreciating all of your lovely messages. Thank you!! xxx

  

Comments

Good news. Thank for such good news + for my birthday wishes. Hope you'll be around mid- year - June /July
for a catch up :) xxxx

  —Lyndy, May 4, 2015  

Good. This is all such good news. Thank you + also for my birthday wishes. Thinking of you + hope you'll be
around mid-year (end June - mid July?) for a catch up?

  —Lyndy, May 4, 2015  

Good on you Alison...hope to see you soon. Take care. Love Sara

  —Sara Isherwood, May 4, 2015  

Good news.... take it easy.... hope you've found a good book to read or something to occupy your time! Maybe a
new card design or two?

  —Susan Gawler, May 3, 2015  

All power to you lovely Alison!

xxx

  —Jane Younghusband, May 3, 2015  

Take care and see you in less than 2 weeks!

xx

  —Bel Moore, May 3, 2015  
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Keep up the good work! :)

  —Gina Raccanello, May 3, 2015  

 

  

Feeling the love

  April 29, 2015  

My first day was exciting and day 2 seemed more peaceful. No pain, which the pharmacists tell me is thanks to
a very skilful surgeon. 

According to the doctors it was a very good operation with no damage to blood vessels. The surgeon said he
removed 100% of the tumour, peeling it off the vein and muscle. It's quite a long cut, glued shut - no stitches
(on the outside at least). Amazing!

Th blob has gone to pathology so we might all find out later how many lymph nodes I lost, and how many I
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have left. 

The team meeting next Monday will advise me whether I should have radiation therapy. 

The specialist reminded me this surgery is to extend my chemo-free time, with no illusions that it's a cure as the
other tumours will probably grow eventually and I'll need further treatment. Quality of life is their goal for me
and I'm on board with this. 

I've just reread what I wrote last time because my family said they thought I was a bit 'high'! Happy herbs in my
drip? Well I did have some narcotics at first but the medicos assure me they would have worn off quickly and
have been gone by the time I was gushing, showing off, and bopping with my visitors. 

I have been stuck in bed all this time and now pleased to hear today is the day I can try getting up. We're still
not sure how much longer I'll be in hospital. I think it will depend on what lymph fluid issues arise when I try
walking around. 

Thank you everyone for your well wishes and cheering messages! I love them all xxx

  

Comments

The tumour removal reads like it was such a precision carefully and well done op. Very encouraging. LOVE
your spirit.

  —Anne Tennock, May 1, 2015  

Great news of your successful surgery. Sending lots of love from Auntie Marion and Uncle Peter. x x We all
think of you often!

How wonderful to have such a supportive team to help you overcome each obstacle.... Sending lots of hugs to
you from Sue and Geoff. x x

  —Susan Gawler, April 30, 2015  

You're an awesome Girl! Well done to you & your team! Keep up the great work & keep that cancer away! love
Gina

  —Gina Raccanello, April 30, 2015  

Hope you have enough lymph nodes left to function in your normal happy manner.
Great that they got the entire tumour; how wonderful to have such a good surgeon. Lots of talented people out
there that don't always get the credit they deserve. Do keep us posted on the team meeting.
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Love
Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, April 30, 2015  

 

  

Right inguinal lymphodectomy - remove lump from groin (NOT
a sex change as my kids tease me!)

  April 28, 2015  

Surgery all done. It's amazing! I must have slept through it. Ha ha - yes I sure did, with a general anaesthetic. I
was 2nd on the list so it was a very early start this morning and minimal waiting around.
Now I'm awake I feel surprisingly ok so far. I'm in a tangle of leads and lines of course but I'm glad I can
wriggle around to get more comfortable.
I'm in the beautiful Mater Mothers hospital, on the side with a city view. That fits because I feel like I'm still in
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the human race and likely to go home before long (a few days I guess). The rooms on the other side of the
building with the heavenly figtree views have been for times of serious escape from the world (in my
experience).
My surgeon and nurses so far have friendly familiar faces from last time (2009) and it has been easy for me to
feel relaxed and trusting.  I love these robotic trousers that are gently massaging my legs!
John was with me and my beloved kids and sister will be here to visit me soon. Also I will have a report from
the surgeon when he's ready.
Good riddance to that nasty tumour!

  

Comments

Thank you !! xxx

  —Alison Bird, April 29, 2015  

Very good to hear from you, Alison. have been thinking of you daily. Will message you on Facebook privately
..keep on getting better :) xxxx

  —Lyndy, April 28, 2015  

Good to hear you are recovering so well, and are appreciating the views...look forward to singing again soon!

  —Alison, April 28, 2015  

Wow, back in hospital, and enjoying it? Love to try out those trousers! Wishing you to be well soon and going
home though.

  —Ailsa, April 28, 2015  

Well done Alison. You look and sound great. Thanks for your great effort getting this blog out there so soon.
Xxx Annette

  —Annette Allen, April 28, 2015  

Thinking of you! Great to see you smiling!!! Love the sound of those dancing robot pants...

  —Bel Moore, April 28, 2015  

Hi Alison, We are thinking of you and hoping you recover quickly from your operation. It sounds like you are
in great hands.
Love Judith and John XO????
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  —Judith Hennessy, April 28, 2015  

Yes good riddance to that nasty tumour! Here's to a speedy recovery and cosy times with family and friends.
Love from Maine, Helen

  —Helen Weld, April 28, 2015  

Hi Alison
Glad to hear all is well. the robotic trousers sound interesting. What else can they do!!!!

Thinking of you.
Love Mxx

  —Maerey McFarlane, April 28, 2015  

Great to hear the surgery is done and you'll soon be out of hospital. Like the sound of the robotic massage
trousers. Trust there will be minimal side effects and pain once that general has worn off.
Love
Danni xxx

  —Danni Mackenzie, April 28, 2015  

 

  

As I rode in to fair Brisboin, I met a gal who had no groin...

  March 30, 2015  

)

Well I saw the specialists yesterday and I am booked in for surgery at the Mater in Brisbane on 28th April. 

I'm glad it's the same kind and helpful surgeon who I've had before (5 years' ago) as it's reassuring to go ahead
with someone I already trust.

I expect to be in hospital about 5days, the op might take a couple of hours under general anaesthetic to remove
just the enlarged lymph from my groin, which will still leave me with other lymphs to do their work, so
hopefully I'll get back to reasonably normal eventually. 
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As far as I understand, surgery is usually the recommended first plan whenever it's possible, rather than other
more debilitating treatment methods, so I can be glad I have this option.

Some may remember my little poem from years' ago when I first began to say goodbye to my groin (Aug 20,
2011)

http://www.caringbridge.org/visit/alisonbird/journal/view/id/51be23376ca004bb6400ebc4

so perhaps my grieving process has already been underway.

In any case, this, my 4th time going for cancer treatment, I am feeling rather calm (like an old hand at it) and
very optimistic. 

  

Comments

Ali, very sorry I have not been in touch or ages - life is hectic for a variety of reasons. V sorry also to hear you
are under the knife again but stay strong and we are sure you will regain the lost ground again. Your record is
fantastic so far. Whenever \I read your blog I recall your visit and how delightful it was to have you John and
Helen to stay even for a few days.

We are thinking of you always loveJane and Godfrey

  —jane harrap, March 31, 2015  

Thank you for the information Alison. biggest, biggest hug + thoughts. xxxx

  —Lyndy, March 30, 2015  

Glad you have the same surgeon and are feeling positive; loved the reread of the poem original and your take.
Sense of humour so important for the healing process. Good luck on April 28th. Love Danni

  —Danni Mackenzie, March 30, 2015  

love your poem alison! thanx for the update n great to see ur optimism and good luck with ur surgery. i believe
u might be able to make next mths dance first....24th i believe:).
healing thoughts from storm ox

  —storm furness, March 30, 2015  
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Hi Alison, good to hear your update. And all the best for the surgery. You will be leaving hospital about the
same time I am finishing my art therapy prac! Hope to see you in the mid-year. Love Sara

  —Sara Isherwood, March 30, 2015  

 

  

March 10, 2015

Thank you dear ones for your messages and kind wishes and just for being with me for the long haul. It's
turning out to be a long journey (and that's a good thing!!) and I must tell you again that your friendship and
support makes a huge difference. If anyone ever wonders how to cope with health challenges, the answer is all
about connection with wonderful family and friends!
Here is my news:
The 3 remaining little tumours in my pelvis (near vital organs) have NOT grown any bigger!! HOORAY!
This is different to my previous experience. Twice before I noticed new lump in my groin and the scans showed
that there were hidden tumours that were even bigger and more serious than the one I could feel.
Therefore this time I have lots of options for treatment of the "inguinal" tumour, but no urgency it seems. My
medical team (oncologist, radiologist, surgeon, etc) met to discuss whose turn it is to help me this time. They
recommend surgery, and I will have another appointment soon to ask my zillion questions about it. Until then I
can't really say much more here.

  

Comments

Hi Alison... sounds like better news..you are so fit and strong surgery will be a breeze !! Much love from us ... i
think of you often and hope to visit some time this year...big hugs xox Jane and Anders and boys.

  —Jane Thiele, March 10, 2015  

Ok. thank you for that news. Have to digest it as you must be….glad others haven't grown.xxxx much
love,darling

  —lyndy, March 10, 2015  

Great news that the tumours haven't grown any bigger. Good luck with the surgery. Thinking of you.
Love
Danni
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  —Danni Mackenzie, March 10, 2015  

A trouble shared is a trouble halved. Sorry to hear that you are back on the medical conveyor belt again and that
surgery is looming, but glad that you're keeping positive. xx

  —Alison Kennedy, March 10, 2015  

Yes, hooray! Things are getting better. Slowly but definitely better.

  —Francoise, March 10, 2015  

Hi Alison,
Great, I'll put the kettle on!

Not to make light of the prospect of surgery etc, I just like the 'no urgency' bit.

We have a phone here on Cocos and I am thinking to ring you soon.

Lots a love.

  —Binzi, March 10, 2015  

Alison, hang in there. And I'm glad you are sharing this all with us.
Love Sara

  —Sara Isherwood, March 10, 2015  

 

  

Watch this space

  March 3, 2015  
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I've had a wonderful carefree summer, swimming every day and feeling relaxed and healthy!
Today I saw my specialist oncologist for a 3-month check-up. A blood test showed my cancer marker (CA125)
is still very low (11). However, I have been noticing my right groin is a little bit lumpy again and the doctor
agreed. She recommended I have a scan to determine the size of any tumours. I'll do that tomorrow and go back
to see her on Monday.
Unfortunately this seems very similar to my experience twice before when those swollen lymphs in my groin
were the first sign that the cancer was growing again. Previously there were also tumours in other lymph nodes
deep in my pelvis and they had become even bigger than the external one that I could feel. Of course I'm hoping
to be lucky this time and find that the hidden tumours are smaller (or have disappeared!)
Anyway, we talked a little about some of the chemo options that might be available to me. Groan!
You can imagine I am very disappointed – but waiting to find out more. I'll let you know next week ... 
  

Comments

Thinking of you, Alison. Sending you love and best wishes.

  —Ivy, March 7, 2015  

glad you had a great summer. love & support, dear Alison
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  —lyndell bourke, March 4, 2015  

So glad to hear you've been having fun darling x x x sorry it has to be interrupted, I am sure you know all about
the wonderful results they have been having with the Blush wood tree here in Yungaburra, They are starting
Human testing, surely they could spare a bit for a long time local who has been uprooted x x x Lots of love and
light always

  —Kaylie Joy Jolly Jenkins, March 3, 2015  

dear ali. sorry to hear of ur unsetling news. lotsa healing thoughts from me and am inspired from reading old
posts on ur blog of how brave, courageous n positive u r xx

  —storm:), March 3, 2015  

I do so hope your autumn will be as carefree as your summer and there is no need for further chemo.

  —Love, Danni, March 3, 2015  
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